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Abstract In the control of continuous and physical systems, the controlled system
is sampled sufficiently fast to capture the dynamics of the system. In general, this
property cannot be applied to the control of computer systems as the measured vari-
ables are often computed over a data set, e.g., deadline miss ratio. In this paper we
quantify the disturbance present in the measured variable as a function of the data
set size and the sampling period, and we propose a feedback control structure that
suppresses the measurement disturbance. The experiments we have carried out show
that a controller using the proposed control structure outperforms a traditional control
structure with regard to performance reliability.
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1 Introduction

In recent years a new class of soft real-time systems has emerged, e.g., web appli-
cations, e-commerce, and data-intensive applications. These applications typically
operate in open and unpredictable environments, in which arrival patterns and re-
source requirements of tasks are in general unknown. For soft real-time systems op-
erating in open environments, tasks cannot be subject to exact schedulability analysis
given the lack of a priori knowledge of the workload, making transient overloads
inevitable. Furthermore, these systems are becoming larger and more complex, and
at the same time they are being used in applications where performance guarantees
are needed. Feedback control scheduling has been introduced as a promising founda-
tion for performance control of complex real-time systems (Hellerstein et al. 2004;
Lu et al. 2001, 2002; Parekh et al. 2002; Amirijoo et al. 2006). It has been shown
that feedback control is highly effective to support the specified performance of dy-
namic systems, which are both resource insufficient and exhibit unpredictable work-
loads.

When controlling physical and continuous systems, the sampling period selection
is of paramount importance. The sampling period must be chosen such that the dy-
namics of the controlled system is captured and in general the sampling rate is set
to the maximum that the controller and the AD/DA converters can manage (Franklin
et al. 1998). However, when controlling computer systems, one cannot sample the
controlled system arbitrarily fast. Usually, the measured variables are computed over
a data set, e.g., utilization or deadline miss ratio. To form these metrics requires an
underlying data set, which must be large enough to give an acceptable accuracy of
the behavior of the controlled system. To obtain a large data set we have to set the
sampling period to a large value, meaning that we gather data over a larger time win-
dow. Doing so, however, results in an unresponsive system as the controller is rarely
invoked and, hence, does not react fast enough to failures or changes in workload.
Therefore, ideally we want to choose a low sampling period, to react to changes in
the controlled system, still being able to base the control actions on a valid and ac-
curate representation of the controlled system. This enables controllers to be more
efficient in keeping the actual performance at the reference performance. The lat-
ter increases the reliability of the system and implies a more controlled worst-case
performance of the closed-loop system and faster convergence toward the desired
performance.

Our contributions are as follows. We present a model and quantification method of
the measurement disturbance of utilization, deadline miss ratio, and average quality
of tasks. An optimal time variant estimator is introduced to suppress the measure-
ment disturbance. The measurement disturbance quantifier and the optimal estimator
are combined. This gives a feedback control structure that is less sensitive to the
uncertainty of the measured variable compared to a feedback structure without an
estimator. We show through experiments that this approach results in the controlled
variable, which defines the system performance, to be significantly closer to the de-
sired level compared to a traditional feedback structure where the disturbance is not
suppressed.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The assumed system model
and the problem formulation are given in Sects. 2 and 3, respectively. This is fol-
lowed by Sect. 4, which describes a state-space model of the controlled system. In
Sect. 5 a feedback control structure, which suppresses the measurement disturbance
is given. The performance of the proposed feedback structure is evaluated in Sect. 6.
In Sect. 7 we give an overview on related work, followed by Sect. 8, where conclu-
sions and future work are discussed. A table of commonly used variables is given on
page 74.

2 Assumed system model

2.1 Task model

We consider a single processor real-time system as the controlled system. A task
model similar to that used by Lu et al. (2002) is adopted in this paper. A task τi is
classified as either a periodic or an aperiodic task. A task τi has Ni ≥ 2 service levels
given by Si = {si1, . . . , sij , . . . , siNi

}. A service level sij gives the quality qi(sij ) of
the result of τi , where 0 ≤ qi(sij ) ≤ 1. The result quality qi(sij ) increases monoton-
ically as j increases, and in particular we have that 0 ≤ qi(si1) < qi(si2) < · · · <

qi(siNi
) ≤ 1. We say that a task is terminated when it has completed or missed its

deadline. Let st
i ∈ Si denote the service level of τi at the termination of τi . The prob-

ability of τi having service level st
i at the point of termination is denoted with Pi(s

t
i ).

We assume that the result quality of the tasks solely depends on the service level and
not on the result quality of other tasks.

Let us elaborate on what introducing service levels implies. For example, we
may have two service levels, i.e., Ni = 2, where si1 models a rejection at ad-
mission control and si2 models an admission. The output quality is zero when
a task is rejected whereas the output quality is one when the task is admitted,
i.e., qi1 = 0 and qi2 = 1. Further, an admitted task may deliver results of vary-
ing quality or precision as given by the imprecise computation model (Liu et al.
1994). For example, following the milestone approach (Liu et al. 1994), j in-
creases as the execution time given to a task increases, thus, enhancing the qual-
ity of the task result. As such, the service level of a task may be constant or vary
during its execution. A task may start with a certain service level and terminate
with another. In general, the imprecise computation model is employed by a wide
range of applications, e.g., numerical algorithms (Fausett 2003), graph algorithms
(Zilberstein and Russell 1996), real-time databases (Davidson and Watters 1988;
Vrbsky and Liu 1993), web server systems (Abdelzaher et al. 2002), multimedia
(Brandt et al. 1998), and control (Cervin et al. 2002). The number of service levels
and the quality associated with each service level depend on the particular type of
application.

Define ẑ to be the estimate of the true variable z. A task has the following char-
acteristics, which depend on the service level: period pi(sij ) (periodic tasks), mean
inter-arrival time ri(sij ) (aperiodic tasks), relative deadline di(sij ), execution time
xi(sij ), and load li (sij ). See Table 1 for a complete task model. The deadline di
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Table 1 The assumed task
model Attribute Periodic tasks Aperiodic tasks

di (sij ) di (sij ) = pi(sij ) di (sij ) = ri (sij )

l̂i (sij ) l̂i (sij ) = x̂i (sij )/pi (sij ) l̂i (sij ) = x̂i (sij )/r̂i (sij )

li (sij ) li (sij ) = xi (sij )/pi (sij ) li (sij ) = xi (sij )/ri (sij )

of a task is set to the inter-arrival time of the task. The load li of each task is de-
fined as the ratio of execution time to the inter-arrival time. Upon arrival a task
presents its estimated load l̂i (sij ) and its relative deadline di to the system. The
actual load of the task li (sij ) is not known due to, e.g., variations in execution
time.

The task model presented above is general in that it embraces periodic as well
as aperiodic tasks. Further, the model captures inaccuracies in task parameters, e.g.,
we differentiate between the estimated and the true execution time. Note that the
task model does not pose any particular assumptions regarding the distribution of
inter-arrival times and execution times, since these are heavily dependent on the
particular types of application. We assume for simplicity that tasks are indepen-
dent in that a task does not miss its deadline due to data dependencies with other
tasks. This assumption is applicable to, e.g., real-time databases (Amirijoo et al.
2006), digital controllers (Franklin et al. 1998), and video coding and signal process-
ing (Wiegand et al. 2003). For example, a video encoder is for simplicity imple-
mented as a single task, which does not have any data dependencies with other
tasks.

2.2 Performance metrics

We adopt the following notation of describing discrete variables in the time domain.
A sampled variable a(k) refers to the value of the variable a at time kT , where T > 0s

is the sampling period and k is the sampling instant. We let the interval ](k−1)T , kT ]
to denote all x ∈ R that satisfy (k − 1)T < x ≤ kT , i.e., {x ∈ R|(k − 1)T < x ≤ kT }.
For the rest of this paper, we sometimes drop k where the notion of time is not of
primary interest. We start by defining the measured variables used throughout this
paper.

Definition 1 (Measured Utilization) Let nB(k) be the number of time units that the
system is busy computing and nT is the total number of monitored time units in the
time interval ](k − 1)T , kT ]. The measured utilization,

um(k) = nB(k)

nT

(1)

is the ratio of time that the system is busy computing during the time interval
](k − 1)T , kT ].

The ratio of tasks missing their deadline is given by the measured deadline miss
ratio and is formally defined as follows.
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Definition 2 (Measured Deadline Miss Ratio) Let n�(k) be the number of tasks
terminated during the time interval ](k − 1)T , kT ]. The number of tasks that have
missed their deadline during the time interval ](k − 1)T , kT ] is denoted with nM(k).
The measured deadline miss ratio,

mm(k) =
{

nM(k)
n�(k)

, n�(k) > 0

0, n�(k) = 0,
(2)

is the ratio of tasks that have missed their deadline during the time interval
](k − 1)T , kT ].

Further, we have assumed that each task has a set of service levels, where a level is
associated with an execution time and a quality of the task result. The service levels
are chosen such that schedulability is maintained. The measured average task quality
gives the precision of the task results and is defined as follows.

Definition 3 (Measured Average Task Quality) Let �(k) and n�(k) be the set of
tasks and number of tasks terminated during the time interval ](k − 1)T , kT ], respec-
tively. The measured average task quality,

qm(k) =
{

1
n�(k)

∑
τi∈�(k) qi(s

t
i ), n�(k) > 0

0, n�(k) = 0,
(3)

is the average result quality of tasks terminated during the time interval
](k − 1)T , kT ].

Next we give the feedback control architecture used in this paper.

2.3 Feedback architecture

The feedback control structure assumed in this paper is shown in Fig. 1. Throughout
the paper, we let y(k) denote the controlled variable, and as the controlled variable
we use the utilization u(k), deadline miss ratio m(k), or the average task quality
q(k). Hence, y(k) denotes m(k), u(k), or q(k). The measurement of a controlled

Fig. 1 The assumed feedback loop structure
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variable is denoted with ym(k), i.e., ym(k) represents um(k), mm(k), or qm(k). The
controlled variable y(k) is sampled using a sensor which measures the controlled
variable according to (1)–(3). Input to the controller is the difference between the
reference yr(k), representing the desired level of the controlled variable, and ym(k).
Based on the performance error yr(k)−ym(k) the controller computes a change δl(k)

to the admitted workload.
The requested change in workload δl(k) is enforced by an actuator, as shown in

Fig. 1. We assume in this paper that the actuator is either an admission controller,
a task service level controller, or both. The main objective of the actuator is to en-
force the workload change as given by δl(k). More specifically, the actuator forms
the sum

∑n=k
n=0 δl(n) over all previous control inputs, which gives the desired level

of admitted workload. The actual admitted workload is then adjusted by altering the
service level of one or several tasks and/or adjusting the admission of tasks. As such,
there is an inner loop, which continuously adjusts the admitted workload according to∑n=k

n=0 δl(n). The actuator may be executed periodically or aperiodically, e.g., when a
new task arrives, and it runs with a higher frequency than the controller in the outer
loop from y(k) to δl(k). Note that the actuator needs to monitor the terminated tasks,
i.e., those leaving the systems, in order to maintain the admitted workload.

The control problem is how to compute the manipulated variable δl(k) such that
the difference between yr(k) and y(k) is minimized, i.e., for each k we want to min-
imize (yr (k) − y(k))2.

3 Problem formulation

We observe that variations in y(k), see Fig. 1, are caused by the predictable changes
in admitted workload δl(k), i.e., those computed by the controller, and unpredictable
changes in workload. Recall from Sect. 2.1 that the actual workload may deviate
from the true workload as a result of inaccurate execution time estimates and resource
conflicts causing blocking, restart, and abortion of tasks. This causes unpredictable
changes in workload, which gives rise to the system disturbance as defined by the
following.

Definition 4 (System Disturbance) Let A(k) be the set of admitted tasks at time kT .
The system disturbance δwl represents unpredictable variations in admitted workload
due to errors in the estimated execution time x̂i of all tasks τi ∈ A(k).

Obviously, variations in y(k) and, consequently, ym(k) are caused by δl(k) and
δwl(k). However, there is also a third component contributing to variations in um(k),
mm(k), and qm(k), namely, the disturbance arising from the averaging operation
in (1)–(3) called the measurement disturbance. Starting with um(k) and mm(k), we
note that for a given constant load the variance in um(k) and mm(k) increases as nT

and n�(k) decrease. This occurs as the sample sizes nT and n�(k) over which um(k)

and mm(k) are formed may not be sufficiently large to give an accurate estimate of
the utilization and the deadline miss ratio, as illustrated in Fig. 2. There exists an
analogous measurement disturbance for qm(k). When measuring qm(k), as defined
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Fig. 2 A dashed line indicates a deadline miss, whereas a solid line represents a timely completion. If
we choose T = 1s, then mm(1) = 0,mm(2) = 0,mm(3) = 1 and so on. Increasing T to say 4s, then
mm(1) = 0.5 and mm(2) = 0.5. Thus as T and consequently n�(k) increase, the variance in the measured
variable mm(k) decreases

by (3), we observe that for a given constant load the variance in qm(k) increases as
n�(k) decreases. In the extreme case when n�(k) is one and qi(sij ) is equal to zero
or one for all tasks, then qm(k) is equal to zero or one. We are now ready to define
the measurement disturbance.

Definition 5 (Measurement Disturbance) The measurement disturbance δwy repre-
sents unpredictable variations in measurements due to the uncertainty in the data set
over which the metrics um(k), mm(k), and qm(k) are computed.

The efficiency of the control in terms of minimizing (yr (k) − y(k))2 strictly de-
pends on the accuracy of ym(k). If ym(k) is accurate then we have a good repre-
sentation of the controlled variable, thus, enabling improved control performance.
Now, we know that the accuracy of ym(k) is enhanced by increasing the sample sizes
over which the measurements are taken, i.e., increasing nT and n�(k). The only way
of increasing n�(k) is to increase T . However, choosing a longer sampling period
degrades the responsiveness of the controller (Franklin et al. 1998), resulting in a
slower reaction to changes in y(k). Ideally, we want to have a short sampling period,
to respond promptly to changes in the controlled variable, while experiencing a low
measurement disturbance.

The problems we address in this work are the following: How can we model and
quantify the system and measurement disturbances? Given a sampling period T , how
can we efficiently suppress the measurement disturbance to obtain a more accurate
representation of the behavior of the controlled system? What is the gain in perfor-
mance control, with respect to minimizing (yr (k) − y(k))2, when suppressing the
measurement disturbance? In summary, our findings provide an insight on how the
computation of ym(k) gives rise to measurement disturbance and also how we can
use this knowledge to reduce the impact of the measurement disturbance to achieve
better performance control.

4 Modeling the controlled system

We adopt the linear and time-invariant model presented by Lu et al. (2002) due to
its simplicity and sufficiently precise description of the dynamics of a real-time sys-
tem. We extend the model to capture the system disturbance and the measurement
disturbance. Recall from Sect. 2.3 that the actuator controls the admitted workload
such that it equals

∑n=k
n=0 δl(n). The actuator runs at a higher rate than the controller
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Fig. 3 Model of the controlled
system

and, hence, we assume that a desired change in workload δl(k) is executed before the
next sampling instant k + 1. As such, the workload l(k + 1) of admitted tasks in the
next sampling period is changed due to the manipulated variable δl(k) and the system
disturbance δwl(k), given by

l(k + 1) = l(k) + δl(k) + δwl(k). (4)

As mentioned previously in Sect. 3, the system disturbance δwl(k) arises from in-
complete knowledge about the controlled system, e.g., unknown execution times and
resource conflicts. We now model um(k), mm(k), and qm(k).

4.1 Utilization

We say that an output signal is saturated when it remains unchanged even though the
input signal is altered. The relationship between the admitted workload l(k) and the
utilization u(k) is non-linear due to saturation, as follows,

u(k) =
{

l(k), l(k) ≤ 1

1, l(k) > 1.
(5)

As shown in Fig. 3(a), when l(k) is less or equal to 1, i.e. the CPU is underutilized,
then u(k) is not saturated and is equal to l(k). However, when u(k) is saturated, i.e.,
l(k) is greater than 1, then u(k) remains at 1, despite changes to l(k). When the
CPU is underutilized, we add a utilization measurement disturbance δwu(k) to u(k),
obtaining the measured utilization,

um(k) = u(k) + δwu(k). (6)

Recall that δwu(k) represents uncertainties in the utilization measurement due to
incomplete data set over which the utilization is formed. The variations in um(k)

increase as the intensity of δwu(k) increases. We have above derived a model from
the control input δl(k) to the measured utilization um(k), capturing the system and
the measurement disturbances.

4.2 Deadline miss ratio

Continuing with the deadline miss ratio m(k), the relationship between the admitted
workload l(k) and m(k) is non-linear due to saturation, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Let
ltm(k) be the greatest workload threshold in the interval ](k − 1)T , kT ] for which
admitted tasks are schedulable. We note that m(k) is saturated when l(k) ≤ ltm(k),
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and remains zero despite changes to δl(k), i.e., m(k) = 0 when l(k) ≤ ltm(k). When
not saturated, m(k) increases non-linearly with l(k). In this paper we use methods of
linear control theory and, therefore, we linearize the relationship between l(k) and
m(k) by forming the derivative,

gm = dm(k)

dl(k)

of m(k) at the vicinity of the reference mr(k). Hence, we get that,

m(k) = gml(k), l(k) > ltm(k). (7)

To capture the deadline miss ratio measurement disturbance δwm(k), we model the
measured deadline miss ratio as,

mm(k) = m(k) + δwm(k). (8)

We have above derived a model from the control input δl(k) to the measured dead-
line miss ratio mm(k), capturing the system and the measurement disturbances.

4.3 Measured average task quality

As in the case of utilization and deadline miss ratio, the relationship between the av-
erage task quality and the load in the system is non-linear due to saturation, as shown
in Fig. 3(c). As the load in the system increases, the quality of the results produced
by tasks is lowered to guarantee task schedulability, resulting in decreasing q(k). Let
ltq(k) be the greatest workload threshold in the kth period for which admitted tasks
are schedulable at their greatest service level, i.e., st

i = siNi
for all tasks τi . Hence

for loads less than ltq(k), the average task quality q(k) is saturated and equals one,
as qi(s

t
i ) = 1 for all tasks τi . When q(k) is not saturated (i.e., l(k) > ltq(k)), the ser-

vice levels have to be degraded to maintain schedulability, implying lower task result
qualities and a decrease in q(k). We linearize the relationship between l(k) and q(k),
by forming the derivative,

gq = dq(k)

dl(k)

of q(k) at the vicinity of the reference qr(k). Hence, we get that,

q(k) = gql(k), l(k) > ltq(k). (9)

To capture the measurement disturbance of the average task quality δwq(k), we model
the measured average task quality as,

qm(k) = q(k) + δwq(k). (10)

We have above derived a model from the control input δl(k) to the measured aver-
age task quality qm(k), capturing the system and the measurement disturbances.
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4.4 A state-space model of the controlled system

Below we develop a state-space model of the controlled system, which is useful
when analyzing and suppressing the measurement disturbance. We say that l(k) is
the state of the system. The following state space model is used to describe y(k)

and ym(k),

l(k + 1) = l(k) + δl(k) + δwl(k) (11a)

y(k) = gyl(k) (11b)

ym(k) = gyl(k) + δwy(k). (11c)

We now obtain the following results from (4)–(10):

– Under the condition l(k) ≤ 1, we obtain the state-space model (11), where y(k) =
u(k), ym(k) = um(k), gy = 1, and δwy = δwu.

– Under the condition ltm < l(k), we obtain the state-space model (11), where y(k) =
m(k), ym(k) = mm(k), gy = gm, and δwy = δwm.

– Under the condition ltq < l(k), we obtain the state-space model (11), where y(k) =
q(k), ym(k) = qm(k), gy = gq , and δwy = δwq .

Recall from Sect. 2.1, where we assumed that tasks are independent. This means
that a task missing its deadline does not induce other tasks to miss their deadlines and,
as such, there is no correlation between individual task deadline misses. Therefore,
we assume that δwm(k) does not depend on its previous nor future values, i.e., there
is no correlation between δwm(k) and δwm(k + b), where k �= b. Also, in Sect. 2.1 we
assumed that there are no relationships between the result qualities of the tasks, i.e.,
the result quality of a task does not depend on the result quality of other tasks. Hence,
we may assume that there is no correlation between δwq(k) and δwq(k + b).

Now, we do not have a complete knowledge of the controlled system, e.g., we have
inaccurate execution time estimates and, consequently, δwl(k) is unknown and cannot
be determined. For simplicity we assume that δwl(k) is uncorrelated with δwl(k + b),
meaning that a change in δwl(k) does not affect δwl(k + b). Since the measurement
and the system disturbances are uncorrelated in time, we model the system and the
measurement disturbances as white noise (Oppenheim and Willsky 1996) with ex-
pected values of zero,

E{δwl(k)} = E{δwu(k)} = E{δwm(k)} = E{δwq(k)} = 0. (12)

We now define a measure of the magnitude of the system and the measurement dis-
turbances.

Definition 6 (Disturbance Variance) Let the variance of the system and the measure-
ment disturbances be,

Rδwl(k) = E{δ2
wl(k)},Rδwu(k) = E{δ2

wu(k)},
(13)

Rδwm(k) = E{δ2
wm(k)},Rδwq(k) = E{δ2

wq(k)}.
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The system and measurement disturbances increase in magnitude as Rδwu(k),
Rδwm(k), and Rδwq(k) increase. In the following sections we use this model to design
control structures that suppress the measurement disturbance.

5 Suppressing the measurement disturbance

We use a technique that is widely used in control theory where the problem of noisy
measurements is often present (see, e.g., Glad and Ljung 2000 and Franklin et al.
1998). Let ẑ(k|b) be the estimated value of z(k), predicted at time bT . For example,
ẑ(k|k − 1) refers to the estimated value of z(k), predicted at time (k − 1)T . We now
define a closed loop estimator, which is called an observer in this paper.

Definition 7 (Observer) The observer is defined by,

l̂(k + 1|k) = l̂(k|k) + δl(k) (14a)

l̂(k|k) = l̂(k|k − 1) + Ky(k)(ym(k) − gy l̂(k|k − 1)) (14b)

ŷ(k) = ŷ(k|k) = gy l̂(k|k) (14c)

where ŷ(k) is the estimate of y(k) and Ky(k) is the estimator feedback gain.

Assume that the current time is kT . The next estimated load l̂(k + 1|k) is the sum
of the current estimated load l̂(k|k) and δl(k). The current estimated load l̂(k|k) is
the previously predicted current estimated load l̂(k|k − 1), which is adjusted with
respect to the measured variable ym(k). Remember that ym(k) is related to l(k) and,
hence, ym(k) is an indirect measure of the current load. By setting Ky(k) to a large
value, the estimate follows the true system state to a larger extent, as the impact of a
difference in measurement and estimate, i.e., ym(k)− ŷ(k), is large. However, a large
Ky(k) implies that the measurement disturbance has a large influence on the state
estimate. Hence, if the measurement disturbance is small and the system disturbance
is large, then we should choose a large Ky(k). In contrast, if the measurement distur-
bance is large and the system disturbance is small, then we set Ky(k) to a small value
to suppress the measurement disturbance. Applying this principle to the control of
deadline miss ratio, we show in Sect. 5.1 that a large n�(k) implies a small measure-
ment disturbance and, hence, Km(k) should be set to a large value. However, if n�(k)

is small, meaning that the measurement disturbance is large, then Km(k) should be
set to a small value to eliminate the disturbance due to the averaging operation. By
utilizing the assumptions of the system disturbance and the measurement disturbance
in Sect. 4.4, we obtain the following result.

Theorem 1 The Ky(k) that minimizes the variance of the estimation error l(k)− l̂(k)

is,

Ky(k) = gyHy(k)

Rδwy(k) + g2
yHy(k)

(15)
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where

Hy(k) = Rδwy(k − 1)Hy(k − 1)

Rδwy(k − 1) + g2
yHy(k − 1)

+ Rδwl(k − 1). (16)

Proof Given the model (11), where δwl(k) and δwy(k) are white noise, and the ob-
server (14), the optimal choice of Ky(k) follows directly from the Kalman filter, see
e.g. (Franklin et al. 1998). �

In this regard, the observer (14) where Ky(k) is set according to Theorem 1 is
an optimal estimator, meaning that it produces estimates that are closest to the true
system state among all estimators. Now, let us study how Ky(k) is affected by cer-
tain Rδwl(k) and Rδwy(k) when applying (15) and (16). It can be shown that Ky(k)

reaches steady state when Rδwl(k) and Rδwy(k) are constant (Franklin et al. 1998).
Since it is difficult to analyze the time varying Ky(k), for analysis purposes we con-
sider Rδwl(k) and Rδwy(k) to be constant and study the value of Ky(k) during steady
state. During steady state we have that Ky(k) = Ky(k − 1) = Ky , Rδwl(k − 1) =
Rδwl(k) = Rδwl , and Rδwy(k − 1) = Rδwy(k) = Rδwy . Since we assume that Rδwy(k)

and Rδwl(k) are constant, it must hold that Hy(k) = Hy(k − 1) = Hy . Hence, by
replacing Hy(k − 1) and Hy(k) by Hy in (16) and solving for Hy we obtain,

Hy = Rδwl

2
+

√
R2

δwl

4
+ RδwlRδwy

gy

. (17)

Hence, (17) gives the value that Hy converges to if the variance of the system and
measurement disturbances are kept constant. Figure 4 plots Ky as a function of Rδwl

and Rδwy according to (15) and (17), where gy = 1. There are some interesting issues
to consider here. We notice that Ky decreases as the measurement disturbance Rδwy

increases relatively to Rδwl , i.e., increasing Rδwy

Rδwl
, meaning that the measured values

have less impact on the estimate. We recall that the system disturbance represents
variations in load, and as the system disturbance increases the estimation should rely
more on the measurements to achieve better tracking of the true state of the system.
Hence, Ky should increase as Rδwl increases relatively to Rδwy , as is shown in Fig. 4.

Above we have derived a state estimator that given the magnitude of the measure-
ment and system disturbances produces optimal estimates of the controlled system
state. Next we quantify the measurement disturbance variance and propose a control
structure that suppresses the measurement disturbance.

5.1 Quantifying the measurement disturbance variance

In this section we provide the theory for computing Rδwu, Rδwm, and Rδwq .

5.1.1 Deadline miss ratio

To distinguish between the measurement and the system disturbances we consider
the variations in mm(k) to originate from δwm(k) only, i.e., we consider l(k) to be
constant.
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Fig. 4 The steady state value of
Ky(k) given Rδwl(k) and
Rδwy(k)

Theorem 2 For a n�(k) > 0, the variance Rδwm(k) of the deadline miss ratio mea-
surement disturbance δwm(k) is,

Rδwm(k) = m̄(k) − m̄2(k)

n�(k)
. (18)

Proof From (11) and (12) we obtain that m̄m(k) = m̄(k) = gml̄(k). Since l(k) is con-
stant, we observe that l(k) = l̄(k) and, hence, m̄m(k) = gml̄(k) = gml(k). From (11)
and (14) we have that,

Rδwm(k) = E{(mm(k) − gml(k))2} = E{(mm(k) − m̄m(k))2}. (19)

Now, consider a set of terminated tasks {τ1, . . . , τi, . . . , τn�(k)} with the random
variables {v1, . . . , vi, . . . , vn�}, where vi = 1 means that τi has missed its deadline
and vi = 0 means that τi met its deadline. Since we are assuming that tasks are in-
dependent, then the random variables {v1, . . . , vn�} are independent as well. Hence,
the outcome of vi does not affect the outcome of vj , where j �= i. The probability
of vi = 1 is m̄(k), whereas the probability of vi = 0 is 1 − m̄(k), i.e., the probability
distribution function (PDF) is,

Pm(vi) =
{

m̄(k), vi = 1

1 − m̄(k), vi = 0,

with,

E{vi} = E{v2
i } = m̄(k). (20)

The measured deadline miss ratio

mm(k) = v1 + · · · + vn�

n�(k)
= 1

n�(k)
v1 + · · · + 1

n�(k)
vn� (21)
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is then the average of the random variables. Using (19) and (21) we get,

Rδwm(k) = E{(v1 − v̄1)
2} + · · · + E{(vn� − v̄n�)2}

n2
�(k)

and from (20) it follows that,

Rδwm(k) =

n�(k)︷ ︸︸ ︷
m̄(k) − m̄2(k) + · · · + m̄(k) − m̄2(k)

n2
�(k)

= m̄(k) − m̄2(k)

n�(k)
. �

By analyzing the result of Theorem 2 we observe the following. The variance
Rδwm(k) of the deadline miss ratio measurement disturbance decreases monoton-
ically to zero as n�(k) increases. Now, we can safely assume that the number of
terminated tasks n�(k) increases as T increases. This is intuitive as more tasks are
terminated when the sampling period increases. Considering this, we get the follow-
ing result.

Corollary 1 If m̄(k) = 0 or m̄(k) = 1, then Rδwm(k) = 0 for all T . Under the as-
sumption 0 < m̄ < 1,

lim
T →∞Rδwm(k) = 0

if and only if the number of terminated tasks n�(k) increases monotonically with the
sampling period T .

Proof The case of m̄(k) = 0 or m̄(k) = 1 follows directly from Theorem 2. For 0 <

m̄ < 1, we break the proof into two parts.
(⇒) If n�(k) increases monotonically with T , then n�(k) → ∞ as T → ∞ and,

hence, Corollary 1 follows from Theorem 2.
(⇐) Proof by contradiction. Assume that limT →∞ Rδwm(k) = 0 and the number

of terminated tasks n�(k) does not increase monotonically with the sampling period
T . However, since n�(k) does not increase monotonically with the sampling period
T and 0 < m̄ < 1, the disturbance variance Rδwm(k) may not converge to zero, as
T → ∞. This is realized if for example n�(k) is constant although T increases.
This contradicts our assumption, hence, if limT →∞ Rδwm(k) = 0, then number of
terminated tasks n�(k) must increase monotonically with the sampling period T . �

This result suggests that we need an infinite sampling period to achieve zero dead-
line miss ratio measurement disturbance. An infinite sampling period is not feasible
in practice and as such, the measurement disturbance will always be present in the
measurement.

Now, by forming the partial derivative of (18) with respect to m̄(k) and solving,

∂Rδwm

∂m̄(k)
= 1 − 2m̄(k)

n�(k)
= 0
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Fig. 5 Rδwm(k) as a function of m̄(k) and n�(k)

we find that Rδwm(k) is maximized at m̄(k) = 1
2 for any n�(k). This is shown in Fig. 5

where Rδwm(k) is plotted as a function of m̄(k) and n�(k). As expected, Rδwm(k)

decreases as n�(k) increases, meaning that the measurement disturbance originating
from the averaging operation decreases in variance. For a certain n�(k), the variance
of the measurement disturbance peaks when the average deadline miss ratio m̄(k)

is 1
2 . The variance Rδwm(k) is zero when m̄(k) is zero or one, which is expected as

we have no variation in m(k) at zero or one deadline miss ratio.

5.1.2 Utilization

The derivation of Rδwu(k) is analogous to the derivation of Rδwm(k). To distinguish
between the measurement and the system disturbances we consider the variations in
um(k) to originate from δwu(k) only, i.e., we consider l(k) to be constant.

Theorem 3 For a nT > 0, the variance Rδwu(k) of the utilization measurement dis-
turbance δwu(k) is,

Rδwu(k) = ū(k) − ū2(k)

nT

. (22)

Proof From (11) and (12) we obtain that ūm(k) = ū(k) = l̄(k). Since l(k) is constant,
we observe that l(k) = l̄(k) and, hence, ūm(k) = l̄(k) = l(k). From (11) and (13) we
have that,

Rδwu(k) = E{(um(k) − l(k))2} = E{(um(k) − ūm(k))2}. (23)
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Recall that u(k) is measured over the interval ](k−1)T , kT ], which we divide into
nT time units. We introduce the independent random variables b1, . . . , bi, . . . , bnT

,
where bi = 1 means that the CPU is busy and bi = 0 means that the CPU is free
during ]

(k − 1)T + (i − 1)
T

nT

, (k − 1)T + i
T

nT

]
.

The probability of bi = 1 is ū(k), whereas the probability of bi = 0 is 1 − ū(k), i.e.,
the PDF is,

Pu(bi) =
{

ū(k), bi = 1

1 − ū(k), bi = 0,

with,

E{bi} = E{b2
i } = ū(k). (24)

The measured utilization

um(k) = b1 + · · · + bnT

nT

= 1

nT

b1 + · · · + 1

nT

bnT
(25)

is then the average of the random variables. Using (23), (24), and (25) we get,

Rδwu(k) = ū(k) − ū2(k)

nT

. �

By analyzing the result of Theorem 3 we observe the following. The variance
Rδwu(k) of the utilization measurement disturbance decreases monotonically to zero
as nT increases. This gives the following result.

Corollary 2 If ū(k) = 0 or ū(k) = 1, then Rδwu(k) = 0 for all T . Under the assump-
tion 0 < ū < 1,

lim
T →∞Rδwu(k) = 0

if and only if the number of monitored time units nT increases monotonically with the
sampling period T .

Proof The proof follows the same line of argument as the proof for Corollary 1. �

As for the case of deadline miss ratio, this result suggests that we need an infi-
nite sampling period to achieve zero utilization measurement disturbance. Hence, the
measurement disturbance will always be present in the measurement. Similarly to
deadline miss ratio, Rδwu(k) is maximized at ū(k) = 1

2 for any nT . The measurement
disturbance variance is zero at ū(k) = 0 and ū(k) = 1.
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5.1.3 Average task quality

To distinguish between the measurement and the system disturbances we consider
the variations in qm(k) to originate from δwq(k) only, i.e., we consider l(k) to be
constant.

Theorem 4 For the set of terminated tasks �(k) = {τ1, . . . , τn�(k)} with n�(k) > 0,
the variance Rδwq(k) of the average task quality measurement disturbance δwq(k) is,

Rδwq(k) = Rq1 + · · · + Rqn�(k)

n2
�(k)

, (26)

where,

Rqi
=

Ni∑
j=1

q2
i (sij )Pi(sij ) −

(
Ni∑

j=1

qi(sij )Pi(sij )

)2

. (27)

Proof From (11) and (12) we obtain that q̄m(k) = q̄(k) = gq l̄(k). Since l(k) is con-
stant, we observe that l(k) = l̄(k) and, hence, q̄m(k) = gq l̄(k) = gql(k). From (11)
and (14) we have that,

Rδwq(k) = E{(qm(k) − gql(k))2} = E{(qm(k) − q̄m(k))2}. (28)

Now, consider the set of terminated tasks �(k) = {τ1, . . . , τi, . . . , τn�(k)}. We re-
call from Definition 3 that,

qm(k) = 1

n�(k)
q1(s

t
1) + · · · + 1

n�(k)
qn�(k)(s

t
n�(k)) (29)

where st
i is the service level of task τi upon the termination of τi . Hence, it follows

from (28) and (29) that,

Rδwq = E{(qm(k) − q̄m(k))2} = Rq1 + · · · + Rqn�(k)

n2
�(k)

.

The variance Rqi
of random variable qi is by definition,

Rqi
= E{(qi − q̄i )

2} = E{q2
i } − q̄2

i

=
Ni∑

j=1

q2
i (sij )Pi(sij ) −

(
Ni∑

j=1

qi(sij )Pi(sij )

)2

.
�

The following example shows how Theorem 4 is applied.

Example 1 Assume that a task τi has Ni service levels. We let qi(sij ) = j
Ni

and

Pi(sij ) = 1
Ni

. Hence, the quality of task results increases linearly with the service
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Fig. 6 Rqi
as a function of Ni

level and the probability of a task terminating with a service level is evenly distributed
among the service levels. From (27) we get,

Rqi
=

Ni∑
j=1

(
j

Ni

)2 1

Ni

−
(

Ni∑
j=1

j

Ni

1

Ni

)2

= (Ni + 1)(2Ni + 1)

6N2
i

− (Ni + 1)2

4N2
i

= N2
i − 1

12N2
i

,

which inserted into (26) finally gives,

Rδwq(k) =
N2

1 −1

12N2
1

+ · · · + N2
n�(k)

−1

12N2
n�(k)

n2
�(k)

.

Figure 6 shows how Rqi
varies as a function of Ni . The dashed line represents

limNi→∞
N2

i −1

12N2
i

= 1
12 . If we assume that Ni > 3 for all tasks τi , then Rqi

≈ 0.08,

and in that case,

Rδwq(k) ≈ 0.08 + · · · + 0.08

n2
�(k)

= 0.08

n�(k)
.

In Example 1 we assume that the probability of a task terminating with a service
level is evenly distributed among the service levels. This assumption is restrictive
and will not hold for all systems and workloads. For example, it is likely that a task
terminates with one or a subset of the service levels when the system is underutilized.
In this case, all tasks may terminate at their highest service levels giving the highest
output quality. Hence, we have that Pi(sij ) = 1 for j = Ni and Pi(sij ) = 0 for all
other j . In reality we may have little information regarding the distribution Pi , which
may even change during run-time (e.g., from an underutilized state to an overloaded
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state). Rather, we may monitor the service level of the tasks upon their termination
and estimate Pi during run-time.

Let us now analyze whether Rδwq(k) decreases as T increases. We say that the
result quality of a task τi is subject to variation, if and only if Rqi

> 0, i.e., τi delivers
results of varying quality. The following shows that Rδwq(k) converges to zero as
n�(k) and T go toward infinity.

Corollary 3 If the quality level of all tasks is constant, i.e., Rqi
= 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤

n�(k), then Rδwq = 0 for all T . Under the assumption that the result quality of at
least one task τi is subject to variation, i.e., Rqi

> 0, then

lim
T →∞Rδwq(k) = 0

if and only if the number of terminated tasks n�(k) increases monotonically with the
sampling period T .

Proof If Rqi
= 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n�(k), then Rqi

= 0 follows directly from The-
orem 4. For the case where the result quality of at least one terminated task τi is
subject to variation we divide the proof in two parts.

(⇒) We first prove that limn�(k)→∞ Rδwq(k) = 0. Since 0 ≤ qi(sij ) ≤ 1 and 0 ≤
Pi(sij ) ≤ 1 it holds that,

Ni∑
j=1

q2
i (sij )Pi(sij ) ≤ Ni.

Further,

Rqi
=

Ni∑
j=1

q2
i (sij )Pi(sij ) −

(
Ni∑

j=1

qi(sij )Pi(sij )

)2

≤ Ni ≤ N (30)

where N = max∀τi∈�(k) Ni . From (26) and (30) we find that,

Rδwq(k) = Rq1 + · · · + Rqn�(k)

n2
�(k)

≤ N

n�(k)
.

Consequently, under the condition that n�(k) increases monotonically with T , we
obtain that for any finite number of service levels,

lim
T →∞Rδwq(k) = lim

n�(k)→∞Rδwq(k) = 0.

(⇐) See proof of Corollary 1. �

As in the case of deadline miss ratio and utilization, the measurement disturbance
variance for the average task quality equals zero if an infinite sampling period is
selected. As the latter cannot hold, we cannot avoid the presence of the measurement
disturbance in this case either.
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5.2 Estimating the system disturbance variance

We recall from (16) that Rδwl(k) must be known to compute the estimator gain Ky(k)

in (14). In general it is very difficult to obtain the exact value of the system distur-
bance variance and often one has to resort to estimations (Franklin et al. 1998). The
system disturbance represents the uncertainties in the system (e.g., resource conflicts
and varying execution time) and, therefore, it is impossible to accurately compute
Rδwl(k). If we can exactly determine Rδwl(k), then this implies that the probabil-
ity distribution of δwl(k) is known. To know the probability distribution of δwl(k)

requires that probability distribution of the task execution times are available. This
leads to a contradiction since we do not know the execution time distribution of the
tasks as assumed in Sect. 2.1. Instead we present an estimator that produces estimates
of Rδwl(k).

Let us start with reviewing Definition 6. By using (11a) we find that,

Rδwl(k) = E{δ2
wl(k)} = E{(l(k + 1) − l(k) − δl(k))2}.

As the load l(k) in the system is unknown, due to inaccurate execution time esti-
mates and resource conflicts, we have to resort to approximations of l(k). We estimate
l(k) by the measured estimated workload of admitted tasks,

lad(k) =
∑

∀τi∈A(k)

l̂i

where A(k) is the set of admitted tasks at time kT . This means that we want to
evaluate,

E{(lad(k + 1) − lad(k) − δl(k))2}.
Therefore, we introduce the estimator,

R̂δwl(k) = 1

W

W∑
p=1

(
lad(k + 1 − p) − lad(k − p) − δl(k − p)

)2
, (31)

that forms the average of (lad(k + 1) − lad(k) − δl(k))2 over a subset of previous
samples, where W ∈ Z+ is the estimation window. The choice of W is a tradeoff be-
tween tracking and accuracy. If the system disturbance variance changes frequently,
then choosing a small W is beneficial as the estimator can better track changes in
the variance. However, if system disturbance variance does not change considerably,
then a large W must be chosen to eliminate errors in the estimate, hence, achieve
more accurate estimates. As an alternative to (31), we may use the moving average
of (lad(k + 1) − lad(k) − δl(k))2, i.e.,

R̂wl(k) = (1 − β)R̂wl(k − 1) + β(lad(k) − lad(k − 1) − δl(k − 1))2, 0 < β < 1

which is computationally more efficient than (31). The parameter β has similar prop-
erties as W .
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5.3 A measurement disturbance suppressive feedback control structure

The feedback control structure that suppresses the measurement disturbance consists
of the classical feedback loop and the additional observer, as shown in Fig. 7. Note,
we either use um(k) and nT (k), mm(k) and n�(k), or qm(k) and n�(k) depending
on the choice of the controlled variable. The observer (14) is used to estimate the
controlled variable y(k). According to the separation principle (Franklin et al. 1998;
Glad and Ljung 2000), the design of the controller and the observer is disjoint, mean-
ing that the tuning of one does not affect the other one. Hence, the separation principle
significantly reduces the design complexity. The controller is designed using profiling
data and a tuning method, e.g., (Lu et al. 2002), and the observer is designed using
the profiling data and (14).

The following takes place during run-time. At time kT , the measured variable
ym(k) is formed by the sensor and returned to the observer along with the current ad-
mitted load lad(k) and either n�(k) or nT (k) (depending on the controlled variable).
The measurement disturbance variance Rδwy(k) is then computed using (18), (22),
or (26). The system disturbance variance Rδwl(k − 1) is estimated using (31), thus,
R̂δwl(k − 1) is obtained. Having Rδwy(k) and R̂δwl(k − 1), the estimator feedback
gain Ky(k) is computed according to (15) and (16), where Rδwl(k − 1) is replaced
with R̂δwl(k − 1). Once, the feedback gain is updated, the observer (14) is used to
compute ŷ(k). The controller then computes δl(k) using the estimate ŷ(k).

The effect of using an observer is the following. For simplicity assume that
Rδwl(k) is constant and let us study the case when we have varying n�(k) and nT (k)

(we consider the opposite below). As n�(k) or nT (k) increases, then we should trust
ym(k) more as the measured variable is based on a larger data set. An increase in
n�(k) or nT (k) corresponds to a decrease in Rδwy(k), which in turn results in an
increase in Ky(k) (see Figs. 4 and 5). An increase in Ky(k) corresponds to the esti-
mation relying more on the measured variable rather than the prediction. Similarly,
as n�(k) or nT (k) decrease, estimates are based more on predictions and less on the
measurements.

Now, consider the opposite where Rδwy(k) is constant (i.e., n�(k) or nT (k) are
invariant) and the admitted load has reached stationarity in the sense that the load
does not change considerably. In other words, the system disturbance Rδwl(k) is very
small. If suddenly an unforeseen event that rapidly changes the admitted load occurs,
then an increase in Rδwl(k) is detected by the estimator (31), hence, resulting in an in-
crease in R̂δwl(k). At this point we shall rely more on the measurements to better track
the changes in admitted load. An increase in R̂δwl(k) results in an increase in Ky(k),
meaning that the estimate of y(k) must be based more the measurements rather than
the predictions, which by definition do not account for unpredictable changes.

Fig. 7 The feedback structure
for measurement disturbance
suppression. Note, the task flow
in Fig. 1 has been removed to
enhance the presentation
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Table 2 The main constituent, prediction or measurement, of the estimates

Low R̂δwl(k) High R̂δwl(k)

Low Rδwy(k) Prediction and Measurement Measurement

High Rδwy(k) Prediction Prediction and Measurement

The above is captured in Table 2, where four cases are depicted. Although, an esti-
mate of the controlled variable is always based on both the measurement and the pre-
diction, Table 2 gives the key constituent, either the prediction or the measurement,
when forming the estimate. In two of the cases, namely, when both disturbances are
either low or high, neither the prediction nor the measurement dominates when com-
puting the estimate. Rather, the prediction and the measurement are weighted equally
when computing the estimate. The overall result is an efficient way of suppressing
disturbances present in ym(k). This means that we present a more accurate represen-
tation of the system state to the controller which is able to enhance the performance
management in terms of lowering (yr (k) − y(k))2.

6 Performance evaluation

The goal of the performance evaluation is to determine the suitability of the proposed
approach, namely, using an observer to suppress the measurement disturbance. In this
regard we perform an experiment where the performance of a feedback loop with an
observer is compared with a set of baselines. Deadline miss ratio is used as the con-
trolled variable due to the simplicity of the sensor used to measure the deadline miss
ratio (compared to, e.g., average task quality) and its well-defined behavior for vary-
ing load. Next we describe the simulator, baselines, and the results of the performance
evaluation.

6.1 Simulator setup

The simulated workload consists of aperiodic tasks, as an aperiodic task set implies an
increased unpredictability in the workload, hence, a greater challenge on the control
of performance. The general outline of the feedback control scheduling architecture
is given in Fig. 8. We assume a workload model where each task has two service
levels, i.e. Ni = 2, qi(si1) = 0, qi(si2) = 1, x̂i (si1) = xi(si1) = 0, x̂i (si2) > 0, and
xi(si2) > 0 (see Sect. 2.1), i.e., a task is either admitted for execution or rejected.
Input to the controlled system is the set of arriving submitted tasks and the change
to the admitted estimated workload δl(k). Output from the controlled system is the
set of terminated tasks and mm(k). The goal is to minimize (mr − m(k))2 for each
k. Based on δl(k), the admission controller enforces the workload adjustment. A task
τi is admitted if its estimated load added to the estimated load of admitted tasks, i.e.
l̂i (si2) + lad(k) is less than the integrated value of δl(k). The workload model of the
tasks is described as follows. The estimated execution time x̂i (si2) of a task τi is uni-
formly distributed according to U : (50 ms,300 ms). Upon generation of a task an
actual execution time given by the normal distribution N : (x̂i(si2),

√
x̂i (si2)) is asso-

ciated with τi . The deadline is set to ai + x̂i (si2) × slackfactor, where ai denotes the
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Fig. 8 The simulated system architecture

arrival time of τi and slackfactor is uniformly distributed according to U : (10,30).
The inter-arrival time is exponentially distributed with the mean inter-arrival time set
to x̂i (si2) × slackfactor.

In our experiments, one simulation run lasts for 1000 seconds of simulated time.
For all the performance data, we have taken the average of 10 simulation runs and
derived 95% confidence intervals.

6.2 Modeling and controller design

We first describe the tuning of gm in the model (11), followed by the tuning procedure
of the controller used. The system is profiled in open-loop, i.e., without a controller,
and the admitted load is increased in steps of 0.10, while measuring the deadline
miss ratio. The derivative of the measured deadline miss ratio mm(k) is formed at the
vicinity of the reference (mr = 0.10) giving that gm ≈ 1.

By forming the Z-transform of the model (11), we find that the transfer func-
tion from the control input δl(k) to the controlled variable m(k) is Gm(z) = gm

z−1 .
We employ P control (Franklin et al. 1998; Glad and Ljung 2000), i.e., δl(k) =
KP (yr(k)− ŷ(k)), where KP is the P controller parameter. Using a P controller gives
that the closed-loop transfer function from mr(k) to m(k) is Gm,c(z) = KP gm

z−(1−KP gm)
.

Assuming that the closed-loop system Gm,c(z) is stable, then the final value theorem
(Franklin et al. 1998) gives that the steady-state error of m(k),

E = mr − lim
k→∞m(k) = mr − lim

z→1
(z − 1)

mrz

z − 1

Kpgm

z − (1 − Kpgm)
= mr − mr = 0

is zero. The zero steady-state error can be directly observed since the controlled sys-
tem has an integral part 1

z−1 and, thus, an integral part for the controller is not needed
to remove the steady-state error. Therefore we use a P controller and we tune Kp such
that a pole at zero is obtained, i.e., KP = 1

gm
. Hence, the closed-loop system is stable

since the pole is within the unit circle (Franklin et al. 1998) and, as such, the steady-
state error of the controlled variable is zero according to above. The system profiling
gave that gm ≈ 1, hence, KP = 1 according to above. We use the same controller for
all experiments, i.e., the same controller is used whether or not the observer is used.
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6.3 Performance metrics

In Sect. 3 we argued that the goal of feedback control is to minimize the differ-
ence between the controlled variable m(k) and its reference mr(k). Recall that it is
not possible to obtain the value of m(k), as we only measure mm(k). Therefore, we
distinguish the performance of controllers by how well they force mm(k) to follow
mr(k). We introduce the performance metrics,

Ja = 1

S

S∑
k=1

∣∣mr − mm(k)
∣∣

Js = 1

S

S∑
k=1

(
mr(k) − mm(k)

)2

where S is the number of samples taken. The metric Ja gives the average difference
between mm(k) and mr(k), whereas Js gives the average squared difference. The
lower Js and Ja are, the better a controller is able to keep mm(k) near mr(k), and
also the faster mm(k) converges toward mr(k).

6.4 Baselines

We compare the approach presented in this paper with the following baselines. First,
we consider the baseline where no observer is used, i.e., the measured deadline miss
ratio mm(k) is fed back and compared with the reference mr(k).

For the second baseline we use a moving average filter where the estimate of m(k)

is computed according to,

m̂(k) = (1 − β)m̂(k − 1) + βmm(k). (32)

The forgetting factor 0 < β ≤ 1 must be set to achieve a good balance between track-
ing of deadline miss ratio and efficient suppression of the measurement disturbance.

As a third baseline we have used a sliding window filter,

m̂(k) = α0mm(k) + α1mm(k − 1) + · · · + αnmm(k − n) (33)

where 0 ≤ αi ≤ 1 and α0 +· · ·+αn = 1. The difficulty in using a sliding window lies
in the choice of n and αi . As a general rule, n should be large enough to suppress the
measurement disturbance and the weights should be chosen such that αn < αn−1 <

· · · < α0 to track recent changes in m(k).

6.5 Evaluation of controller performance

We divide the evaluation into two parts in order to clarify the presentation of the
results.
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6.5.1 Results for the observer

We know that the control performance is directly related to Rδwm(k), which in turn
depends on n�(k). Therefore it is interesting to observe the performance of a feed-
back loop as n�(k) and, hence, T varies. We show that using the deadline miss ratio
observer (14), where y = m, significantly reduces Ja and Js for low sampling peri-
ods. This implies that the measurement disturbance is suppressed, resulting in a more
efficient control of the deadline miss ratio. In this experiment we vary mr according
to 0.05,0.10, . . . ,0.30, and vary T according to 0.25,0.50,1.00,1.50, . . . ,5.00 s.
Varying the sampling period from 0.25 s to 5.00 s enables us to study the effect of
using an observer for systems that need fast response (low T ), and also systems that
tolerate lower sampling rates and slower response (great T ). For example, a sam-
pling period of 0.50 s is chosen in (Lu et al. 2002), whereas a sampling period of
5.00 s is chosen in (Amirijoo et al. 2006). The results of the experiments are shown
in Figs. 9–14.

Considering Fig. 9(a), we see that the number of terminated tasks n�(k) increases
as T increases and, hence, as T increases we expect a lower measurement distur-
bance variance. Further, n�(k) also increases as the deadline miss ratio reference mr

increases. An increase in T and, consequently, an increase in n�(k) results in a lower
measurement disturbance, meaning that we can rely on the measured deadline miss
ratio to a greater extent, which corresponds to an increase in Km(k). This is shown in
Fig. 9(b), where Km(k) increases as T increases. Note that Km(k) is slightly greater
for T = 0.25 s compared to T = 0.50 s. Recall that Km(k) decreases as the ratio
Rδwm(k)
Rδwl(k)

increases. In our measurements we have noted that Rδwm(k)

R̂δwl(k)
increases as T

decreases, except for T = 0.25 s, where we have actually noted a decrease in Rδwm(k)

R̂δwl(k)

and, as such, an increase in Km(k). The decrease in Rδwm(k)

R̂δwl(k)
is due to a significant

increase in R̂δwl(k), which is caused by the measurement disturbance affecting the
manipulated variable δl(k). However, as we will see, the increase in Km(k) does not
affect Js and Ja considerably and we achieve much better performance control com-
pared to the case when an observer is not used.

Fig. 9 Measured n� (figure a) and Km (figure b) when varying mr and T
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Fig. 10 Measured Ja

Fig. 11 Measured Js

The measured Ja and Js when an observer is used (figure b), respectively not used
(figure a), are presented in Figs. 10 and 11. Remember that as Ja and Js decrease,
the actual system performance is closer to the desired system performance. The dif-
ference in performance of a traditional feedback loop and a feedback loop with an
observer is given in Fig. 12. The difference in Ja and Js between the two approaches
decreases as T increases due to the decreasing variance of the measurement distur-
bance. For low sampling periods, a significant decrease in Ja and Js is achieved when
an observer is used as compared to the case when an observer is not used. This clearly
shows the gain in performance for low sampling periods when an observer is used to
suppress the measurement disturbances.

The case when mr = 0.05 is given in Fig. 13. At T = 0.25 s, we have that Ja is
0.08 ± 0.00 when an observer is used, compared to 0.15 ± 0.01 when an observer is
not used, i.e., we have a difference of about 0.07. This means that in average, using
an observer improves the performance such that mm(k) is closer to the reference by
0.07. Similarly, the difference in Js is 0.06. Hence, the measured deadline miss ratio
is significantly closer to its reference when an observer is used for low sampling
periods.
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Fig. 12 Difference in performance with and without an observer

Fig. 13 Measured Js and Js when mr = 0.05

We also study mm(k) in the time domain to obtain a better understanding of
how a certain Ja corresponds to variations in mm(k). Figure 14 shows the dead-
line miss ratio in the time domain for the experiment corresponding to T = 0.50 s
and mr(k) = 0.10. As we can see mm(k) oscillates heavily around the reference in
the absence of an observer, as shown in Fig. 14(a). However, the deviations are sig-
nificantly reduced when using an observer, as shown in Fig. 14(b). In the absence
of the observer, large deviations in mm(k) due to the measurement disturbance are
not filtered. As a consequence, the controller tries to compensate for the changes in
mm(k) by changing the requested workload, which results in an over compensation
and, hence, mm(k) deviates even more from mr(k). However, an observer is able
to suppress variations in mm(k) due to the measurement disturbance or equivalently
the averaging operation. Consequently, a less noisy measurement is presented to the
controller, which in turn enhances the control performance.
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Fig. 14 mm(k) in the time domain

Fig. 15 Control performance when a moving average filter is used and T = 0.25 s and mr = 0.05. The
corresponding value for the observer is taken from Fig. 13. Note the logarithmic scale on the x-axis

6.5.2 Results for the moving average and sliding window filters

Let us now turn to the two remaining baselines, namely the moving average and the
sliding window filters. For the following experiments we set the sampling period to
0.25 s, i.e., T = 0.25 s and mr = 0.05.

Recall from Sect. 6.4 that we have to tune the parameter β of the moving average
filter (32) in order to obtain a good performance. For this reason we vary β from
10−5 to 1 and the result is shown in Fig. 15. The performance of the controller when
using an observer is always better than the performance when using a moving average
filter. For β < 10−3 the moving average filter does not adequately track changes in
deadline miss ratio and this causes a significant overshoot in m(k) resulting in greater
Ja and Js .

Now we consider the control performance under weighted sliding window filter-
ing (33). We consider two windows, i.e., n = 1 with α0 = α and α1 = 1 − α. We
vary α from 0.5 to 1.0 and the results are shown in Fig. 16. The control performance
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Fig. 16 Control performance when a sliding window filter is used and T = 0.25 s and mr = 0.05. The
corresponding value for the observer is taken from Fig. 13

under sliding window filtering is inferior to the case when an observer is used. We
also consider the case when n = 5, which results in a similar control performance
as when n = 1. Hence, the experiments show that the control performance is signifi-
cantly worse when using a sliding window filter compared to when using an observer.

Note that in the experiments above we have not redesigned the controller (recom-
puting Kp) for each value of β (or αi ). To improve the control performance we need
to take a co-design approach where we iteratively try to find the best combination of
β (or αi ) and Kp . Using the observer (14) presented in this paper alleviates this dif-
ficulty, since the design of the controller and the observer are disjoint (see Sect. 5.3).

6.5.3 Performance summary

In summary we have shown that a lower sampling period increases the disturbance
in the measurements. The performance is improved when using an observer for sup-
pressing the measurement disturbance. We have observed that mm(k) is closer to
the reference mr(k), which demonstrates achieved improved performance reliability.
Hence, by using an observer, the actual system performance gets closer to the desired
system performance compared to the case when the observer is not used, and moving
average and sliding window filtering is used.

7 Related work

Lu et al. (2002) introduced a feedback control scheduling framework for controlling
utilization and deadline miss ratio. In their model they assume that each task has
several QoS-levels giving results of varying quality. Each QoS-level is characterized
by a set of attributes, such as period, deadline, and utilization. This work by Lu et
al. (2002) is extended in this paper by adding a control structure that suppresses the
measurement disturbance.
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Li and Nahrstedt (1998) proposed a task model for quality of service (QoS) con-
trol. In their model, there are dependencies among the tasks, characterized by input
quality and output quality. The goal is to design controllers that force the target task
to maintain the same output quality at a desired QoS reference. Changing the period-
icity of a set of tasks in response to load variations has been suggested by Buttazzo
and Abeni (2002). If the estimated load is found to be greater than a threshold, task
periods are enlarged to find the desired load. In the work of Cervin et al. (2002), an
approach is presented for optimizing the performance of a set of control tasks. The
rate of the control tasks is adjusted, such that the utilization is kept close to a reference
point.

Controlling the queue length is the key to guarantee timely processing of requests
and packets in server systems and networks. Parekh et al. (2002) use feedback control
scheduling to control the length of a queue of remote procedure calls arriving at a
server. Abdelzaher et al. (2003) presented control algorithms for managing service
delay and queue length of requests arriving at web servers. Robertson et al. (2003)
used a nonlinear fluid model expressed in terms of a differential equation. The model
is linearized and a PI controller is tuned to control the queue length. Sha et al. (2002)
used a feedback controller in combination with a queuing model predictor to adjust
the queue length of services. The results show that it is beneficial to use a combined
approach, resulting in the actual queue length to be closer to the reference compared
to a traditional approach of only using feedback control.

Efforts have been carried out trying to reduce energy consumption in real-time
systems, while preserving timely completion of tasks (Zhu and Mueller 2004). In
this case execution times are monitored and the voltage and, thus, frequency of the
CPU is varied such that the power consumption is reduced and tasks are executed in
a timely manner. A similar problem was studied by Sharma et al. in the context of
servers (Sharma et al. 2003).

None of the approaches above have considered the effects of the sampling period
on the measured variable. In our earlier work we discussed the effects of the sampling
period and we introduced a measurement suppressive control structure to reduce the
effects of the disturbance arising when measuring the utilization and deadline miss
ratio (Amirijoo et al. 2005). In this work we have extended our previous results by the
following contributions: (1) A new controlled variable, namely the average task qual-
ity, has been added. (2) An optimal time variant observer is introduced to suppress
the measurement disturbance, while our previously published observer is suboptimal.
(3) The system disturbance estimation is extended such that off-line profiling is no
longer needed, hence, the estimation is carried out during run-time. (4) A new method
for quantifying the measurement disturbance is introduced, where the computational
complexity of the new method is substantially reduced.

8 Conclusions

The emergence of real-time systems operating in open and unpredictable environ-
ments has resulted in a paradigm shift in techniques for managing system resources.
Using feedback control has shown to be effective for a large class of real-time sys-
tems with unpredictable workload characteristics. Although there is a great body of
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Table 3 Table of commonly used variables

Attribute Description Defined on page

δl Change to the estimated admitted workload 49

δwl System disturbance 51

δwu Measurement disturbance of utilization 51

δwm Measurement disturbance of deadline miss ratio 52

δwq Measurement disturbance of average task quality 52

Ja Average absolute performance error 67

Js Average squared performance error 67

Ky Estimator feedback gain 54

l Admitted workload 51

lad Measured estimated admitted workload 63

li Average load of task τi 46

m Deadline miss ratio 48

mm Measured deadline miss ratio 48

n� Number of terminated tasks 48

nT Total number of monitored time units 47

q Average task quality 48

qi Out quality of task τi when terminating 46

qm Measured average task quality 48

R Disturbance variance 53

sij Service level of task τi 46

T Sampling period 47

u Utilization 48

um Measured utilization 47

xi Execution time of task τi 46

knowledge in the control community dealing with the control of dynamic systems,
not all techniques and results can be directly mapped into the domain of computer
performance control. The measured variables typically used to describe the perfor-
mance of computer systems are formed over a data set. In this paper we have shown
how the sampling period selection influences the characteristics of the measurements
and, hence, the control performance. The disturbance in the measurement increases
as the sampling period decreases, due to the decreasing size of the data set that is
used to compute the measured variable. Still a large sampling period is not desired
as the control would become less responsive to changes in the controlled variable. To
solve the problem of the sampling period selection we have proposed an approach
consisting of choosing a suitable sampling period to capture the system dynamics,
and an observer that produces estimates of the controlled variable. Experimental re-
sults show that this approach results in improved performance control as the actual
performance is closer to the desired level. This increases the reliability of the system
and implies a more controlled worst-case performance and faster convergence toward
the desired performance.
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In our future work we will consider other types of controlled variables, e.g., re-
sponse time and average queue length. Also we aim at extending our task model such
that dependence among the tasks is captured.
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